Technical Club for girls

Een uitdaging voor meisjes met pit
Technical Club for girls

▲ Target group
♀ Girls: 10-12 year old (groups of 15 children)

▲ Duration
♀ 10 sessions
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Concept

Girls (only!) meet weekly in a well equipped and technical workshop

Girls make super hands on (art)pieces of wood, plastic, metal ...

Such as: a photo frame, an alarm, a bird in wood, a money box ...

Girls are guided by a team of exclusively female experts
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Concept

- Takes place in an open learning environment
- After school activity
- 15 girls
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Objective

✖ To make girls get interested in technical issues
✖ To get more girls into technical training
✖ To develop basic knowledge and skills
✖ Useful tool in every day life
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Deliverables

- Working model of a Technical Club for girls
- Instruction cards for teachers
Contact

Technopolis®, the Flemish Science Center
Technologielaan
B-2800 Mechelen
Belgium
Tel. +32 15 34 20 00
Mail: info@technopolis.be
Contact: Erik Jacquemyn